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‘Time for a new flag’
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There is renewed hope that the Legislature might act to change the state
flag, which contains what is commonly
known as the confederate battle flag.
“It is time,” said Bishop Brian Seage
of the Episcopal Diocese of Mississippi. “It is time for a new flag that truly
represents all of us... We call for our
legislative leaders to act now.”
Bishop Joseph Campbell of the
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See FLAG, Page 4A
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Working Together Mississippi, a diverse coalition of faith and civic institutions, push for a change to the state flag during
a press conference outside St. Peter's Cathedral in Jackson Thursday. BARBARA GAUNTT/CLARION LEDGER

Interfaith clergy call
for immediate change
Giacomo Bologna Mississippi Clarion Ledger
USA TODAY NETWORK

A group of interfaith leaders stood on
the steps of the Catholic cathedral in
downtown Jackson Thursday morning,
calling for the immediate removal of the
Mississippi state flag.
June 13, 2020 9:51 am (GMT -5:00)

In a resounding a voice, they said any
discussion of what design should replace the current flag must not impede
the current goal: Taking down a flag associated with white supremacy.
“Anything is better than what we’ve
got now,” said Bishop Ronnie Crudup of
New Horizon Church International.
People have been protesting for racial
justice in Mississippi and across the nation
this month at levels not seen since the civil
rights movement more than 50 years ago.
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were fired after an internal affairs investigation by the department.

Lumumba addressed the Clark case
in a statement last week.
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Church of Christ likened the flag to “a
large splinter in my hand.”
The Rev. Jason Coker of the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship said he was born
in the Delta and many in his family want
to keep the current flag. Coker urged Mississippians to remember Jesus’s most
important teaching: “Love God and love
your neighbor.”
Rachel Glazer, a member of Jackson’s
Jewish community, compared removing
the flag to the story of Abraham smashing idols.
“As the modern lynchings of black
people by police have risen to the forefront of the national consciousness, we
can longer claim that this issue is merely one of historical significance,” Glazer
said. “To be complacent on this issue is
to be complicit.”
While some prominent politicians
have spoken up about changing the flag,
many remain silent.
The state flag has been a third rail in
Mississippi politics for years. Reporters
pointedly asked Gov. Tate Reeves at least
five times at a press conference this week
how he personally felt about the flag. Each
time, Reeves danced around the question,
saying it should be up to the voters.
While the interfaith group Working
Together Mississippi had representatives
from multiple Christian faith as well as Islam and Judaism at Thursday’s press
conference, a reporter noted there was no
one from the Southern Baptist Convention, a denomination whose members
tend to lean conservative on social issues.
A 2010 report from the Association of
Religion Data Archives found that the
Southern Baptist Convention is the largest denomination in Mississippi by far,
with nearly 1 million members, though
not all are adherent.
Bishop Joseph R. Kopacz of Jackson’s
Catholic diocese said he believes there
are Southern Baptists who agree with

“What is making these officers turn
their back on who they are or who they

Bishop Ronnie Crudup of New Horizon
Church International explains "by not
changing the flag, we're saying to the
world, nothing has changed."
BARBARA GAUNTT/CLARION LEDGER

taking down the state flag and it’s important to reach out to them.
“The wider we can expand this coalition, this solidarity the stronger we will
be,” Kopacz said. “I think we can tap into
those traditions and those communities
and there will be a response.”

Will Legislature vote on the flag?
House Minority Leader Robert Johnson, D-Natchez, spoke to the Clarion
Ledger Thursday morning, shortly before a scheduled interview with
MSNBC. Johnson said he’s gotten calls
from CNN and across the nation about
changing the flag.
“We’re talking and we’re still trying to
encourage people to do the right thing, the
brave thing,” Johnson said. “Let’s change
the flag now while we’re in session, and we
can do something good for the state and
change the image of the state.”
While more than 64% of Mississippi
voters chose to keep the state flag in
2001, Johnson said he now believes a
majority of Mississippians want it to
change. It should be up to the Legislature to make that call, he said.
“The Legislature in 1894 adopted this
flag,” Johnson said. “The Legislature in
2020 needs to take it down.”

All the Democrats in the House will
vote to change the state flag, Johnson
said, meaning they need about 40 Republicans who will vote with them to
suspend the rules and get a new bill to
change the flag onto the House floor.
Johnson has heard there are some
Republicans quietly whipping votes,
saying that about 20 Republicans are
on board so far.
It’s unclear if they’ll get the 40 Republican votes needed.
A spokeswoman for Speaker Philip
Gunn, who has previously voiced support for changing the state flag, did not
respond to a request for comment.
“The Speaker, of course, is not leading this charge, but helping,” Johnson
said. “He has stated his position on
this issue for quite some time.”
If there is a vote in the House, Johnson said it’s possible it could take place
within a few days, but more likely to
happen in the ensuing weeks.
“The moment is what dictated the
urgent move,” Johnson said. “I think
people saw this as an opportunity —
the country is watching.”
Any flag vote in the Legislature
would be to adopt what’s known as the
“Stennis flag,” a flag designed by Laurin Stennis, the granddaughter of Sen.
John C. Stennis.
John Stennis, who died in 1995, was
a staunch segregationist during a long
career in Washington, though later in
life voted to reauthorize the Voting
Rights Act.
“I know some people have a problem with it is because it’s called the
Stennis Flag,” Johns said, but that’s
missing the point.
The point, Johnson said, is getting
the Confederate battle flag off the Mississippi flag, and any legislation will not
refer to the flag as the “Stennis flag.”
“That flag will not be called the
‘Stennis flag,’” Johnson said. “... It will
just be the new Mississippi flag.”
Contact Giacomo “Jack” Bologna at
601-961-7282 or gbologna@gannett.com
. Follow him on Twitter @gbolognaCL.
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